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FOTO COLECCION

WWEE AARREE AARRTT,, WWEE AARREE FFUUNN,, WWEE AARREE CCOOLLOORRSS

Piglo Kids is a Spanish brand that infuses a wild touch into each 
piece, creating modern outfits suitable for both a casual day in 

the park and a formal lunch with family. 

When we say “wild”, we mean unleashing the imagination of 
children using vibrant colors, playful designs, and artful details.

We involve kids in the creative journey, finding inspiration in 
their drawings and turning them into beautifully embroidered 

final products.

We love what we do and we’re all about sharing that vibe in our 
designs. Making dressing up playful, infusing energy through 

colors, spreading happiness through details, and adding 
some fun into every piece.

Wanna be part of Piglo Kids?

LLEETT YYOOUURR IIMMAAGGIINNAATTIIOONN RRUUNN WWIILLDD!!



KK AA II XX OO
A voyage through the Basque vibesA voyage through the Basque vibes

Celebrate our roots with a tribute to the Basque country, 
our beloved hometown. 

“Kaixo”, a friendly greeting in addition to a simple way to say 
“Hello” in Basque, becomes the gateway to introducing the 
welcoming nature, unique vibes, and vibrant colors that 

have inspired us.

This collection pays homage to the spirit of our heritage, 
capturing the essence of the beaches, the majestic mountains, 

and the charm of the city. 

It’s like wearing a piece of the Basque spirit!



BLUE COLOR JARDIN OVERALLBLUE COLOR JARDIN OVERALL



GREEN COLOR JARDIN OVERALLGREEN COLOR JARDIN OVERALL



GREEN MOREA OVERALLGREEN MOREA OVERALL

MOREA OVERALLSMOREA OVERALLS



MAGENTA MOREA OVERALLMAGENTA MOREA OVERALL

BLUE MOREA OVERALLBLUE MOREA OVERALL



FUN SWEATSHIRTFUN SWEATSHIRT



COLOR JARDIN DRESSCOLOR JARDIN DRESS



LOREA JACKETSLOREA JACKETS



ORANGE LOREA JACKETORANGE LOREA JACKET

BLUE LOREA JACKETBLUE LOREA JACKET



LET’S STAY 
IN TOUCH!

LET’S STAY LET’S STAY 
IN TOUCH!IN TOUCH!
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